Scene Lighting Unplugged
The Revel Scout tactical LED scene light revolutionizes the operational ease of scene lighting. Powered by a removable, rechargeable battery, this light frees you from cumbersome cords and heavy generators on the fire scene. Versatile mounting options allow you to deploy the Revel Scout anywhere light is needed. Illuminate your entire work space and avoid hazards with the patent-pending Revel Scout.

Discover More: 800.228.1161 | akronbrass.com/revel-scout
Fast Flexible Deployment

Compact and lightweight, the Revel Scout’s flexibility offers easy setup with zero deployment time. This 12 lb. portable scene light is all you need to light both your exterior scenes such as vehicles, structures and parking lots and interior spaces for work such as overhaul. The Revel Scout adapts to your needs offering multiple mounting options...

Hang it
Get the light off the ground by hanging the base over a door.

Spike it
Deploy the integrated spike to affix light to drywall.

Strap it
Strap and secure the light to multiple objects such as a ladder rung.

Set it
Set the light on any flat surface for immediate light.

Powerful Optic Performance

The Revel Scout’s powerful 14,000 lumen output creates a whole new class of portable scene lighting. An enhanced lighting pattern including spot and flood optics, directs light evenly across your entire scene. Use the toggle switch to choose between three different flood light intensity levels or focus the power of the Revel Scout using the spot setting.

High: 14,000 lumens
Medium: 8,000 lumens
Low: 2,000 lumens
Spot: 6,000 lumens
Standard Package – Revel Scout with one battery and a charger (select one of three options below)

- ELRE-SCOUT-1B-DC: Standard package with 12/24V charger
- ELRE-SCOUT-1B-120: Standard package with 120V charger
- ELRE-SCOUT-1B-240: Standard package with 240V charger & European plug

Premium Package – Revel Scout with two batteries and a charger (select one of three options below)

- ELRE-SCOUT-2B-DC: Premium package with 12/24V charger
- ELRE-SCOUT-2B-120: Premium package with 120V charger
- ELRE-SCOUT-2B-240: Premium package with 240V charger & European plug

Accessories

- SCOUT-MT: Truck mounting bracket
- SCOUT-CASE: Storage case for Revel Scout and battery
- 1224-RSBC: 12/24V charger
- 120-RSBC: 120V charger
- 240-RSBC: 240V charger
- 50AH-RSB: Battery
- 147-SS: Replacement rubber strap

Discover More: 800.228.1161 | akronbrass.com/revel-scout